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Vision

Mission

A world where everyone has a positive and
trusting relationship with food. 

To transform lives through joyful and
confident feeding and eating.

Who We Are

Values

Trust, Sustainability, Respect, Collaboration,
Excellence, Stewardship, Well-being & Joy

The Ellyn Satter Institute (ESI) is a 501c3 not for-profit organization
founded  in 2007 by Ellyn Satter to further training and research of the
Satter Feeding Dynamics Model and Satter Eating Competence Model.
The Institute employs a part-time executive director and office
manager and 15 highly experienced, volunteer professionals (faculty)
with a passion for carrying on the feeding dynamics and eating
competence work. Each ESI faculty member brings particular expertise
in the areas of child nutrition, feeding and eating disorders, mental
health, education and public health. 
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Message From the
Executive Director
As we wind down another year at ESI, I find myself thankful for the return of
in-person events and interactions. While ESI has adapted to offering a
range of virtual programs, we are thrilled to have met with organizations
across the country and beyond, for in-person speaking engagements. My
enthusiasm is bolstered by all of the life-changing work our faculty, board
and staff do on a regular basis. Among these efforts are those we feature in
our monthly newsletter, such as:

Growing our organizational partnerships
Expanding our faculty
Developing a certification program
Increasing ESI’s financial stability

Financially, like many non-profits across the country challenged by
economic uncertainties, ESI continued to examine the way it conducts
business and ensure its viability through streamlined and sound fiscal
practices. Through our collective efforts, ESI is poised for growth in 2023. 

As we look ahead to next year, I am particularly excited about the
opportunity to work with organizations and individuals to improve their
nutrition education messages and policy. I invite you to help us change the
nutrition education paradigm. Let us know if we can help to ensure your
programs and materials are fully consistent with the Satter eating and
feeding models. Together, we can help more people have a confident and
joyful relationship with food and their bodies!

Sincerely,
Anne Blocker,
Executive Director
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Year in Review
Highlights
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ESI continued to display resilience and
innovation as we leaned into our
strengths in delivering high quality
presentations and workshops. In our
second year of virtual VISION
workshops, we saw a steady Increase in
participants in TDC (Treating the
Dieting Casualty) which is aimed at
helping professionals increase eating
competence in their clients. Between
Feeding With Love and Good Sense
(FWLGS) and TDC, we trained three
new facilitators and were able to
increase facilitator stipends.

ESI was approached by a handful of
individuals and organizations for
coaching, mentoring and consulting
that garnered a total of $9,730 in
revenue. Those programs
demonstrating consistency with the
Satter models were awarded the ESI
Seal of Approval.

Several other notable highlights are captured in the following infographic.



Year in Review - 2022

1

Webinar
Sales

On-demand webinar sales on
Teachable grew by 10%. 

Live webinar offerings and sales
remained stable. 

Speaking
Engagements

Faculty members spoke on new
topics including cystic fibrosis

and feeding dynamics, and how
to address child growth in

primary care.

2

3

Consulting
Projects

Consulting projects were
undertaken and completed with
three Canadian organizations.

 Collaborated with our partner,
Brush Art, on a digital education

program. 

NEW Certification
Program

A certification committee was
formed and a draft program was

developed.

4

5

Resources

All Family Meals Focus (FMF)
articles were updated and new

FMF articles were added.

7

Other Achievements

A comprehensive internal and
external review of Feeding With

Love and Good Sense was
completed in preparation for CEU
re-application. ESI’s Child of Mine
and Your Child Weight self-study
CEU programs were update and

renewed.
NEW Opportunities

Expanded our hosting of
recordings of live events on our
virtual platform which allowed

sponsors the ability to share their
educational offerings with more

of their audience. 

8

9

Trend Setting

Conducted 11 influential
networking interviews and

podcasts.

NEW Faculty
Positions

Three provisional faculty
members joined ESI (two from

Canada and one from
Washington)

6
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Year in Review
Limitations

This year came with its share of challenges, in part likely related to the
transition out of the acute phase of the COVID-19 pandemic. Time
constraints of faculty and staff meant that work required reprioritization.
For example, the Executive Director was required to prepare and present at
three live events. 

There was also a drop-off in VISION workshop sales and material sales. This
is likely related to the increase in digital learning that took place in the initial
phases of the COVID-19 pandemic and to the shift from hard copy
resources to digital PDF’s, which are less profitable. 

We were unable to hire program development specialist which meant that
there were delays in the launch of new Teachable classes and the
completion of the website refresh. There were delays in the Brush Art digital
launch, however, they did launch an online version of the “Satter in Primary
Care” handouts which made it easier for WIC organizations to share the
material in a timely manner.

Life threw Ellyn and a number of ESI faculty members some curve balls
making it necessary for people to step back from volunteering to tend to
family and personal needs.
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2021 2022

Current Assets 
Cash

$173,059 $170,824

Liabilities
Accounts payable

$5,653 $4,443

Revenue
Material sales

Program income
Direct support/donations

Misc revenue

Total Revenue

$50,091
$169,142
$30,127
$1,083

$250,443

$30,634
$143,046
$17,550
$2,866

$193,826

Expenses & Deductions
Product expenses
Program expenses

Operational expenses

Total Expenses

$38,313
$47,437
$112,256

$198,006

$24,190
$46,444
$129,141

$199,775

Financial Summary
Year Ending December 2022
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Impact
Summary

09

V e r y  h e l p f u l  i n
c h a n g i n g  t h e
m i n d s e t  o f  a

d i e t i t i a n .

ESI envisions a world where everyone
has a positive and trusting
relationship with food. In order for
this vision to become a reality,
professionals and organizations must
be equipped and empowered to
implement proven, evidence-based
eating and feeding strategies with
their clients/ audience. That is, the
Satter Eating Competence Model and
the Satter Feeding Dynamics Model.

To that end, ESI delivers high quality
training for professionals, which
impacts the way professionals
approach eating and feeding in their
practice, and ultimately improves the
way individuals and families eat and
feed their children. 

Revenue generated from
professional development
opportunities and resources, helps
ensure ESI’s sustainability.



T h i s  c o n f e r e n c e
e x c e e d e d  m y

e x p e c t a t i o n s  i n  t e r m s  o f
i n f o r m a t i o n ,  i n t e r e s t i n g

c a s e  s t u d i e s  a n d
l e a r n i n g  n e w  t h i n g s .    

 G r e a t  p r o g r a m !  I t
w i l l  c o m p l e t e l y
c o n v e r t  y o u  t o
a n o t h e r  w a y  o f

t r e a t m e n t .

Impact 
Summary Cont’
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Launch a refreshed website 

Hire a development coordinator 

Hire a marketing/web coordinator 

Add a new board member

Review and revise FWLGS and renew CEU’s

Update “How to Eat” handout package for use in TDC 

Deliver new and updated monthly webinars

Speak at six or more events

Finalize ESI’s certificate program

Improve access to feeding dynamics and eating

competence inventories 

Looking Ahead to
2023
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Priority goals for ESI in
2023 include:



support@ellynsatterinstitute.org

www.ellynsatterinstitute.org
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We want to acknowledge our gratitude for the contributions
of the people who work towards ESI’s mission of transforming
lives through joyful feeding and eating. This is no small task as
there are competing messages and societal pressures to eat

and feed according to “rules”. 

We are grateful to all of you for your investment of time,
talents and resources to support the advancement of the

Satter models and the sustainability of ESI. 

We embark on a new year with a renewed passion and
commitment, in part because of your encouragement. 

Thank You!!




